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1. Understand what’s expected of them

2. Have a safe space for receiving constructive feedback

3. Feel supported with insights about how they’re performing

4. Are recognized for doing great work

Employees do their best work when they…
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Building a Feedback Culture helps meet employee needs in a 

continuous way to help ensure the best performance results.

A performance review should 
never be a surprise.

Today , we’re going to talk about:

● The value of culture

● The importance of goals

● Empowering success

● Motivating with rewards and recognition



Build a Feedback Culture
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Use Mission, Vision, and Values
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Use Mission, Vision, and Values
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Making Culture Changes



“In Google’s fast-paced, highly demanding environment, 
our success hinges on the ability to take risks and be 
vulnerable in front of peers.”

-Paul Santagata

Creating Psychological Safety
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1. Approach conflict as a collaborator, not an adversary.

2. Speak human to human.

3. Anticipate reactions and plan countermoves.

4. Replace blame with curiosity.

5. Ask for feedback on how you delivered the message.

6. Measure psychological safety.

How to Create Psychological Safety



Establish and Communicate Goals
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OKRs vs. SMART Goals

1. OKRs put goals into a framework for a business objective, and is 

easy to ladder up to company goals. Also easier to put into a 

cascading system.

2. SMART Goals view goals in isolation, but may be better for 

smaller teams who don’t need as much structure

Either way, you’ll want to choose one for your company, teams, and 

employees to rally around and set expectations.

Choosing a Goal-Setting Framework
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OKRs are built around two different questions:

● Objective: “Where do I want to go?”

● Key Result: “How will I get there?”

How to write great Objectives:

● Each level of (company, team, and individual) - 3–5 objectives 

● Give an achievable, finite endpoint (expand to China) rather than an ongoing task.

● Push beyond what seems possible and should feel a tad uncomfortable.

How to write great Key results:

● Set roughly 3 key results per objective

● Are measurable (“open 10 stores in China” rather than “expand to China”)

● Are actionable steps that need to be completed to achieve an objective.

● Describe outcomes rather than activities.

Objectives & Key Results
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Create a cycle for goal-setting:

● Management team identifies the 3-5 core company objectives

● Meeting with teams/dept heads to start rolling out company OKRs

● All-hands rollout of OKRs to the entire company

● Managers help ICs  kickoff the individual OKR writing process

● Managers monitor individual OKRs

Choose an alignment that works best for your organization:

● Strict - Objectives are defined by the Key Results of the previous 

level of the organization 

● Directional - Objectives are directionally aligned with the higher 

level goals

Creating Your OKR Cycle
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Keep the Drum Beating
Identify your organization’s “bass drums” and use them 

to keep the beat.

● Front-line managers

● HR team

● Senior leadership

● Team members



Empower Success
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Healthy Accountability
“Give the pen back” approach
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Inspired by Influencer: The Power to Change Anything by Kerry Patterson, Joseph Grenny, David Maxfield, Ron McMillan, and Al Switzler 
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The Importance of 
a Feedback Culture
Feedback should be continuous and ongoing to help keep managers, teams, 

and individuals on track to performance success. Think of feedback channels 

like monitoring health between big checkups.

● 1:1s - The most-important meeting of the week. 

○ Always a two-way conversation

○ Review OKR progress and adjust work as needed. 

● Requesting Feedback - Managers and Employees should ask for 

360-feedback.

● Praise - Managers should provide praise at key moments like team, 

project, and individual wins.

● Reviews - The big checkup. Did you meet or exceed expectations?



Reward and Recognition
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The Importance of Praise
Recognition boosts moral, improves retention and happiness, and improves 

productivity and performance

Key moments when managers should give praise:

● When they get hired and when they’re onboarding

● When they get promoted

● When they go out of their comfort zone

● After a big launch that they helmed

● When they go above and beyond expectations

● When they have an anniversary/milestone at the company

● When they are trying something new and risky in front of a lot of people



“Of all the things that can boost emotions, motivation, and 
perceptions during a workday, the single most important is 
making progress in meaningful work.”
- Teresa Amabile

The Progress Principle
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● Break down large projects

● Set daily quotas

● Reflect in progress journal

● Track progress visually

Measure Progress



● Build open feedback and high-performance into your core values and culture.

● Create psychological safety for your teams.

● OKRs are the expectations you set for company, team, and individual success.

● “Give the pen back” by helping your people identify issues and plan solutions.

● Continuous and ongoing feedback channels help keep managers, teams, and 

individuals on track to performance success.

● Recognition boosts morale, improves retention and happiness, and improves 

productivity and performance.

● Use the progress principle to foster momentum.

Key Takeaways
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Questions?
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Thank you!
Follow BambooHR and Lattice on social media:

bamboohr.com/blog  |  lattice.com


